
Adventure #2: The Plague-Touched Mage 

 

 
 

 



Only a few hours have passed since the attack on Winterhaven when Elian the Old 

stumbled through the front gates, bruised and bloody, lucky to even be alive, and said that 

nearly everyone attending the Cleansing of Sune has been killed or kidnapped!  The 

attack on Winterhaven was merely a distraction to mask the screams of distress from the 

women and girls with Sister Linora.  Besides the priestess of Sune several others have 

been taken: Ninaran the half-elf and Salvana Wrafton, as well as Old Elian’s wife and his 

granddaughter Keera, who was only five.   

 

 
Elian is a sobbing, wretched mess, and the pig clutched in his arms doesn’t too happy 

either. A quick investigation of the town by the Regulars has revealed two grappling 

hooks and ropes on the west watchtower, and a dead Regular, strangled. It looks like the 

gnolls and bugbears ascended the wall and clambered down the other side, using the 

cover of night to conduct their dire business.  It was possibly a suicide run, or maybe they 

really intended to leave, but the PCs caught up with them first. Regardless, the other 

Bloodreavers now have a considerable head start with up to ten captives, and the PCs 

don’t have time to wait. 

 



 
 

“Bring them back,” whispers Lord Padraig, fighting back tears and gripping his son’s 

shoulders. “They are our dear friends, and I cannot imagine a more horrible fate. Find 

them no matter what, Brandis.  Find them.”  

 

Xenoseth knows all too well the kind of fate they will share; the slavers might sell the 

women to the drow. Or worse, hungry gnolls.  The shifter is also the only person (besides 

Bairwain Wildarson the Merchant) who knows where the Bloodreavers might be headed.  

Incidentally, Bairwain asked them just the day before to deliver a cask to a dark elf 

named GENDAR in a place called The Hall of Seven Pillars.  This Hall, Thunderspire 

Mountain, the drow city and the Bloodreaver hideout are all in the same area, a great 

twisting labyrinth that stretches far and wide beneath the world.  Bairwain has given them 

a map to the region, and told them that it is roughly a two and half day journey to reach 

the Hall of Seven Pillars. 

 

Old Elian tells them that the monsters rode boars, and each took a prisoner.  The enemy 

split up and went different directions, most likely to mislead pursuit, but their end 

destination will be the same: Thunderspire Mountain.  The group discusses the fastest 

way to make up time, and they even ask Valthrun the Prescient if he has a ritual to assist 

them, but the portly scholar does not (randomly determined). 



 

However, he does have a message and a gift of another sort. 

 

 
“Dark dreams I’ve been having,” the sage tells them when they’re gathered at his tower.  

“Dark indeed.  Dreams of four demonic gods.  They are working together, striving for 

some common goal I cannot see. One is Orcus, Lord of the Undead.  Another I see is 

known as the Horned King.  The others I could not discern, just their foul presence.”  

 

Valthrun gives them what he calls a Sending Stone, a small, flat soapstone that will allow 

the sage to speak to them in a dry, raspy whisper.  The stone will form a mouth and talk, 

but the PCs will not be able to answer; it is one way communication.  They ask Valthrun 

to only contact them at dawn, just in case they are in a stealthy situation and they don’t 

want the Sending Stone blabbering away. Maybe someone can rig it around their neck as 

a necklace. 

 

Lord Padraig offers them four riding horses to assist their hunt for the Bloodreavers, as 

well as a man-at-arms.  Four horses are a considerable resource for the town to expend, 

and rather than risk losing them, the plan is for the man-at-arms to bring them back when 

the group is finished. Irann the Warlock volunteers to stay behind and assist with the 

defense of Winterhaven (and probably bow out of the campaign because warlocks kinda 

sucks and the druid character is more fun). 

 

The group departs at once, starting with the pond where the Cleansing of Sune took 

place.  The ground is muddy with hoof prints, and Old Elian gives Keera’s dress to 



Xenoseth so he can gain her scent.  The child’s smell is still strong, intermingled with 

unwashed bugbears, uncouth humans and rank boars. They follow the trail as best they 

can through the dense woods, heading northward until breaking free onto rugged open 

plains. 

 

They ride for hours, plodding across a vast unsettled wilderness. With boggy marshland 

and soft rolling peat, their mounts trudge through it all, and soon the PCs are exhausted 

and saddlesore (losing a HS) but they push on regardless, following the faint trail of 

Keera’s scent and a single boar’s tracks. [GM Note: They don’t have enough riding skill 

to provide anything more than basic transportation]. 

 

 
 

They travel all day, and finally the sun begins to set. The group finds themselves at the 

base of a rocky hill, and in the ruddy glow of dusk they see a dilapidated mansion resting 

atop the bluff. Orange light shines through windows, and its crumbled towers and 

breached walls look sinister in the evening shade. 

 



 
 

But the scene triggers Brandis’s memory.  He has heard stories all his life about such a 

lonely mansion in the middle of nowhere, stories with dread portent… 

 

“The Plague House…” the warlord mutters. “It is…real. Gods.” 

 

It is an old tale told to frighten children in Winterhaven, and one that Brandis has heard 

for as long as he can remember. 

 

Over one hundred years ago there lived a reclusive wizard named Necridius. Whether 

good or evil no one was really sure, but it was said the old man loved children.  Boys, 

girls, younger and older, he felt comfortable in the presence and preferred them to adults.  

It was never clear how far his “love” of children went, and whose parents allowed them 

to visit remained a mystery. 

 

Aside from his love of children, over the years Necridius invested much time and effort 

in magical exploits, and one of his greatest achievements was the weaving an elven 

mythal over his mansion that granted it permanent invisibility. Living alone in the 

countryside was a very dangerous endeavor, and it helped him hide as much as possible. 

And hide he did, until one day, according to the stories, a tribe of hill giants found him. 

 

A deadly battle ensued as the giants bombarded the house with rocks, shattering walls 

and rooms and doors.  Necridius retaliated of course, slaying some giants where they 

stood, and it is uncertain how the conflict would have played out, for then something 

terrible happened that no one could have foreseen… 

 



…the Spellplague arrived. 

 

A tragic event for all of the Realms.  Magic went wild, rampant, and uncontrollable 

across the entire world, and Necridius’s home was ripped from its moorings in the 

material plane and transplanted to some distant, unnatural realm of existence. The wizard 

vanished along with his home, but according to the legend, once per year for just a few 

hours at dusk, as the sun is dying behind the clouds, the mage’s house returns.   

 

It is said that anyone who enters will disappear with the house, never to be seen again…. 

 

But there is more here than just the strange house on the hill.  The group also spots a dead 

boar not far away with dozens of short black spikes puncturing its flesh.  The rider is 

nowhere to be seen.  To the north sits a crumbling tower, and near the boar lies a small 

pond…but water droplets are flowing UPWARD.  Strange.  Erevan suspects that this 

whole region is infused with chaotic Spellplague energy that could be potentially 

harmful.  No one goes near the pond.  Beyond the pool lies the moldering remains of a 

giant’s skeleton, so old and weathered it looks like a jumble of mossy stones.  

 

 
 

Erevan and Raven inspect the boar.  It has been recently killed, riddled by dozens of 

black spikes that do not look as if they were forged [of course older players know the 

telltales signs of a manticore attack; newer players did not]. 

 



Inside the shattered tower, Xenoseth stops as soon as enters the ruined wall; a human 

male is slumped against the wall. 

 

 
 



 
 

Oozing blisters and sores cover his face, purplish pustules that leak foul ichors. He is 

barely alive. 

 

“Who are you?” demands Xenoseth.  “What happened?  Where’s the girl?”  Xenoseth 

can still faintly smell Keera’s scent in the area. 

 

Phlegm bubbles to the man’s lips.  “He…he…he had no skin! He…took the girl.  

Wanted…wanted…the girl…” 

 

“Where?” asks Xenoseth.  “Inside the house?” 

 

But the man, a Bloodreaver, quickly expires.   Pustules pop and rupture, blood leaking 

from his eyes, nose and mouth, and he slumps over, his body rapidly decomposing into a 

puddle of soupy organs.  

 

They search what’s left of his corpse, finding a few drow-minted coins in a beltpouch, 

but the boar offers little besides waterskins and dry rations. Fine then, that leaves the 

house on the hill. Xenoseth takes point and clambers up the steep path, serrated falchion 

in hand, his eyes darting to the shadows that seem to grow with each passing moment.  

The sun is setting behind the house, and Brandis’s story lingers in their memory: those 

that enter the Plague House are never seen again… 

  

Splug and the man-at-arms are instructed to stay at the base of the hill with the horses, 

which they are happy to do.  The house scares the hells out of Splug.  



 

 
 

To the left of the path lies an overgrown garden of strange, twisting purple weeds that 

seem to grope their direction as the heroes pass by.  Beyond the garden is a glass 

greenhouse, many of the panes shattered, the plants inside withered and dead. Two 

watchtowers flank the destroyed front entrance to the house.  The giants had obviously 

done a considerable amount of damage before disaster struck, and it is unlikely that the 

mage could have fended them all off. But something killed them too, no doubt of that, for 

they see the desiccated bones of long dead giants slumped against the walls.  

 

Xenoseth is the first to notice it; the sharp stink of urine. [Ah, this sparked more than a 

few jokes about the cat man pissing around camp] It pervades the interior of the home, 

and Raven the druid has smelled it in the wild, the territorial marking of some large 

predator. They stay quiet and listen, but all they hear is the sigh of wind through dry 

brown grass.  

 

Erevan releases his new owl familiar, which is partly flesh and partly spirit and wholly 

fearless. It glides through the shattered foyer, winging effortlessly into a high-ceiled 

ballroom while Erevan closes his eyes and watches through the owl’s vision. The interior 

of the house looks almost as bad as the outside. The giants made it here too for there are 

several more remains inside.  The owl sees multiple closed wooden doors, and tattered 

drapes and murals hanging from the stone walls. It flutters through a breach in the interior 

west wall, and that’s when the owl swoops back out fast; it caught a glimpse of 



something big, furry and feathered curled in a dirty straw nest. The thing did not notice 

the owl, and Erevan has it return to them.  But it was not quite alone.  Curled next to the 

manticore was what looked like a small winged cat.  

 

Now, what to do?  

 

[GM Note: While digging through the box to find an owl mini for the wizard we spotted 

an unpainted flying cat mini, and it was instantly voted into the adventure by popular 

demand]. 

 

Erevan suspects that it was a manticore, a dangerous predator that possesses at least 

animal intelligence, and possibly more clever than that. Well, they can’t delay for long, 

the sun is setting and the shadows are growing, and if Brandis’s story holds any truth, it 

could be devastating to be inside the house after night falls.  

 

The group is not particularly stealthy, but Xenoseth leads the way, hoping to get close 

enough to launch a surprise attack. But the shifter searches the south watchtower first, 

stepping over crumbled stones and crushed boulders. And that’s when he hears a boy’s 

voice at his ear… 

 

“They all float down here…” 

 

The shifter whirls around but sees no one.  He tells the others he just heard a creepy 

child’s voice speak to him, but the words made little sense out of context. Unnerved now, 

they advance through the main entrance, trying to be as stealthy as possible, and rolling 

really, really, really POORLY. 

 

Even with a -10 Perception check for being asleep, the manticore senses intruders.  

 



 
 

A grating roar shakes the antechamber, and they hear the beat of powerful wings.  The 

monster flies into the main room, a full fifteen feet off the floor (the ceiling here is 

actually 30 feet, tall enough to accommodate both watchtowers), and to their surprise, a 

bloom of necrotic shadow spikes spatters across them.  The shadowy spikes easily punch 

through armor and flesh, and then fade to nothingness.  

 



 
 

Xenoseth charges at the thing, instantly aware that its height is going to cause some 

problems. The shifter has no ranged attack, but gathering speed, he leaps to a boulder and 

launches up, bringing his falchion into contact with the beast. It roars in pain, and the 

mewling winged cat in the room nearby cries too. But Xenoseth sees something odd 

about the manticore.  Purple pustules ooze between its feathers, and it carries a rank odor 

upon it that does not seem natural. The others try help as much as they can; Erevan tosses 

a magic missile (missing), Raven tosses a Fire Seed (missing), Brandis readies his 

crossbow and Helga scuttles forward, completely unable to reach the manticore.  

 



 
 

Raven tries to knock the thing downward with gusts of Icy Wind, but fails to overcome 

the manticore’s strength.  Its powerful wings keep it aloft, and it quickly attacks again, 

launching a barrage of iron spikes at Xenoseth and the druid, and then cruises in for a 

claw swipe.  Xenoseth keeps it at bay from his position on a boulder, but the manticore is 

fast, agile and smart enough to keep its distance. To make matters worse, its Necrotic 

Spikes barrage recharges three times during the battle, blasting foes with a wave of sharp 

barbs that blisters their flesh and saps their strength, with a particularly bad critical 

striking Brandis and Erevan.  

 

The manticore dives at Xenoseth again, but the shifter is ready and SLAMS it with a 

devastating Daily attack.  The falchion hacks throw bone and sinew and the manticore 

retreats, realizing it cannot win this fight.  It swoops down to ground level, fully 

intending to barrel past the dwarf who has planted herself in front of the breached wall. 

But for the manticore, it is too little too late. Helga’s axe cracks into its skull, and the 

diseased animal shudders and collapses, finally vanquished. [This fight took a little 

longer than the recap makes it look like] 

 

 

Raven is quick to grab the winged cat, which may or may not be a manticore infant.  

Actually, the resemblance is tenuous at best. They’re not exactly sure what this thing is, 

but it seemed to share the manticore’s nest in relative peace. The little thing mewls in her 

arms and does not try to escape. 



 

The group splits up to search this level, but careful not to split too far.  Raven searches 

the manticore’s nest and the tower chamber, while Brandis and Erevan search the closed 

rooms to the north.  The warlord steps around a shattered giant’s skeleton, noting that red 

blood drips from the eye sockets. Nice. He peeks through a ruptured wall and sees several 

small stalls.  Erevan uses mage hand to open the doors. Inside, they find a dilapidated 

desk with a book of children’s stories, a pen and quill and a canvas sack with finely 

crafted wooden plates.  There is also a non-magical bastard sword on the wall with a 

pearl in a pouch.  

 

The “stalls” are actually small rooms with child-sized beds, with accompanying brass 

plaques:  “Timmy”, “Balthar”, “Mellisa” and “Uko.” 

 

Raven the druid searches through the straw nest and the room and finds a plethora of non-

magical treasure, some of it they’re sure they can barter and sell (I was using the Mother 

of All Treasure Tables to populate the mundane treasure lists).  She’s pleased with what 

she finds, but then the druid sees a shadow suddenly move. 

 

She spins, startled, and feels a deep sense of growing unease when she realizes it was 

HER shadow… 

 

…and it is still moving. 

 

Her shadow detaches from her, slinking toward the open door to the tower and disappears 

around the corner. 

 

“Guys….guys…um…GUYS! Come here!” 

 



 
 

Everyone joins the druid and she tells them what happened.  She is still casting no 

shadow. Xenoseth faintly detects the whiff of the little girl Keera, but so far no sign of 

her.  Crumbling stairs ascend into a tower, so Erevan sends his owl to investigate, with 

himself not too far behind. The tower is intact, but at the top they do not find Keera or 

Raven’s shadow.  What they do find is an observatory with a large telescope, an item so 

rare and precious that they probably don’t even comprehend its full value.  Raven pushes 

her eyes to the rim and gazes out to the stars and finds that it is focused on a flickering 

red one that she recognizes from her astrology lessons: 

 

Phormalhault.  A star sometimes worshipped by evil warlocks, and said to perhaps be the 

living embodiment of some foul Far Realm entity given flesh and form.  

 



 
 

Well, they want to take the telescope with them, but the barrel is six feet long and 

dismantling the thing will be difficult, so they abandon the idea and keep searching for 

the girl.  There is only one room unexplored, a small closet off the manticore’s lair, but 

upon opening the door Xenoseth finds not a closet but descending stairs. 

 

Wonderful.  This cheery place has a basement level. Always a basement level… 

 



 
 

They quickly line up and Xenoseth presses his ear to the door at the bottom.  He hears 

muffled bubbling, as if a huge kettle is merrily cooking away. There’s no turning back, 

and time is running out.  The shifter presses door open and they find themselves looking 

into an odd antechamber.  Immediately to the left and right sit two heavy green iron 

doors, and directly across from them is a gate.  But just beyond the gate sits some caged 

monstrosity that defies categorization.  Ten feet tall, it looks like a fuzzy, tentacled 

monster squished into a metal straightjacket, with flesh and fur bulging through the gaps.  

A single horrific red eye glares at them. 

 

Behind the caged-fuzz-thing is what looks like a laboratory, with several bubbling glass 

water tanks that hold humanoid specimens.  There is a long work table covered with 

rusted implements of torture like hooks and knives, and there are three small child-sized 

beds.  In the middle bed they see a blond girl in a white dress, seemingly asleep.  They 

hope she is just asleep. 

 

But she is not entirely alone.   

 

Something moves atop the nearest bubbling water tank, a red-skinned imp that grins at 

them with a hundred sharp teeth.  And then they hear a scratchy voice: 

 

“HUSH LITTLE BABY DON’T YOU CRY,  

DADDY WILL SING YOU A LULLABY…”  



 

They cannot see the speaker, but their angle inside the room is insufficient.  There are 

more doors leading in, but the party will have to leave the alcove to reach them.  OR open 

the gate with the caged-fuzz-thing, but that doesn’t really look like a wise option. And 

now, some pictures to illustrate all this craziness.  

 

 
 



 
 

Xenoseth advances to the south, pushing open the heavy green metal door.  A long empty 

hallway stretches before him, dotted by half a dozen other doors. Two skull-fringed 

pillars offer unpleasant decoration, but seem to fill no other purpose.  

 



 
 



The group edges up to the same door behind which they saw the little girl on the bed, but 

before the shifter can even grab the handle, ALL six doors bang upon simultaneously!   

 

“I LOVE CHILDREN…” the same raspy voice says.  “SO BEAUTIFUL.  

SO…TRUSTING.  I HAVE BEEN ALONE FAR TOO LONG…” 

 

But what Xenoseth sees through the open door wrenches his gut.  

 

Across the beds, behind the table of bloody bonesaws, needles and knives, dangling from 

the ceiling on meat hooks, are the dried corpses of twelve little boys and girls.  

 

They all float down here, the shifter thinks.  [Yeah, yeah, a blatant IT rip-off but I think 

only one player got the reference!]. 

 

“Show yourself, coward!” Brandis Padraig shouts. “Murderer! We’re for the girl, so 

don’t even try to stop us!” 

 

And then a tall, hideous skeleton steps around the corner, separating the PCs from Keera. 

It easily stands eight feet tall, its eyes aglow with a baleful green light.  The barbarian 

wants to pounce forward and maul the sucker, but Raven keeps a restraining hand on his 

shoulder.  

 

 



“TAKE HER? BUT SHE WANTS TO BE HERE. I LOVE HER, AND WE WILL 

SPEND MANY WONDERFUL YEARS TOGETHER. I CANNOT LET YOU HAVE 

THE CHILD. PERHAPS…YES…PERHAPS YOU WOULD LIKE TO STAY AS 

WELL?” 

 

Raven releases her hand, and Xenoseth charges forward like a locomotive, crashing his 

huge falchion into the skeleton’s chest.  Ribs splinter under the metal armor and the 

abomination rocks back from the force of the blow. Helga the Fighter leaps in after the 

barbarian, trying to dodge the skeleton, but the thing’s hand has begun to pulse with 

greenish-purple necrotic putrescence.  Its touch sends pain shooting through her body, but 

then she’s close enough to pound it with an axe.  

 

Thinking fast, Erevan the Eladrin wizard teleports inside, grabs the sleeping girl Keera 

(who is probably under some kind of domination or poison), burns an action point to cast 

Expeditious Retreat and then hauls ass out of the room with the prisoner.  He speeds 

toward the steps, hoping to get her to safety on the surface while his companions deal 

with Necridius.  

 

“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!” screams the plague-touched mage, and then several 

things happen at once.  

 

Black smokes jets from the floor outside, and before their eyes a screaming, amorphous 

conglomeration of tortured souls appears in the hallway, streaming in a long line to hit 

everyone in its path. Erevan manages to dodge the thing with Keera in his arms, but 

Brandis and Raven are dazed by its assault, and suffer the agony of a hundred voices 

screaming in their heads. 

 



 
 

Secondly, every door along the hall SLAMS shut, locking both Helga and Xenoseth 

inside with the mage as its hand lashes out to grip Xenoseth’s face.  The shifter reels from 

the pain and pustules instantly form on his skin, popping and blistering. To make matters 

worse, the grinning red imp has launched into combat and is prying into Xenoseth’s mind 

with agonizing psychic attacks [GM Note: This was actually a reskinned dread crow from 

the 4e Creature Collection]. 

 

Unfortunately for the mage, once Xenoseth is Bloodied he gets REALLY angry.  

 

The serrated falchion hacks into the undead thing, dazing it, but then Necridius vanishes 

from sight.  Helga can feel the thing in front of her though and targets it anyway.  

 

Out in the hall, Erevan runs up with steps with Keera and bolts out the front door.  Splug 

and the henchman are still waiting at the bottom of the hill, extremely worried by now. 

The last streamers of daylight are filtering over the house, so Erevan hands off the child 

and races back to help his friends.  

 

While he’s gone, Brandis tries to yank open the door, but in his dazed condition he can 

only try once. He fails, and continues to hear the sounds of combat on the other side. 

These guys also failed to make their save for a long, long time. 

 



 
 

Necridius appears visible again, touching Helga for a third time (and around now I 

explained how everyone touched by the mage will need to make a special roll at the end 

of encounter or contract Devil’s Death, the same thing that killed the Bloodreaver 

outside).  But the mage has a new trick up his sleeve and instantly transforms into a 

shifting swarm of shadows, reforming a few feet away atop the table of torture 

implements, not moving as fast as it wanted for virtue of being Slowed.  

 

Xenoseth leaps to the table to continue the battle, beating the thing back, but the 

skeleton’s necrotic touch is devastating and between that and the imp, the barbarian 

suffers mightily. Each time the little red homunculus invades his mind the shifter is dazed 

as well, so he’s suffering a loss of actions that impairs his effectiveness.  

 



 
 

And then the bars around the fuzzy-cage-thing begin to open, and within seconds a third 

combatant will enter the fray, and Brandis has had a hell of time getting the door open.  

 

Outside, Splug turns to the frightened Winterhaven Regular and mutters: “I sure don’t 

wanna die out here, mmm-hmmm.”  Neither does the man-at-arms.  

 



 
 

Brandis finally succeeds and Raven throws a Fire Seed at the imp, but it misses and 

impacts one of the dead children dangling from hooks.  The dry corpse bursts into flame 

and rapidly burns. 

 

“YOU CANNOT HAVE HER!” Necridius bellows.  “SHE IS MINE! MINE!” 

 



 
 

The fuzz-cage-thing is free now and it scrabbles toward the dwarf, extending a single 

tentacle with a wicked hook at the end, flailing at Helga. The party decides that enough is 

enough; they have the little girl, daylight is fading, and there are still three opponents.  

“Retreat!” They cut and run, charging up the stairs as fast as they can while the Plague 

Mage moves to intercept them.  Brandis hears the door slam open at the bottom of the 

steps, and then the thing is clambering after him. It swipes at his cloak but narrowly 

misses and Brandis flees after his comrades without looking back. 

 

“NOOOO!  YOU CAN’T HAVE HER!!!” 

 

They burst out onto the road with just a few scant seconds of time remaining, enough to 

see Necridius filling the doorway, and then the sun dips behind the horizon and the 

Plague House fades from sight, taking the anguished mage with it to some unknown 

realm.  They are alone on top of the bluff, standing in a stiff, chilly wind.  That was a 

close call, but they know they did the right thing.  The little girl Keera is alive and well 

but still under some sleep spell, but it is probably better she was not awake to see what 

happened. 

 

“See you in a year, you bastard,” mutters Xenoseth.  

 

They make camp far from the knoll that night, but while Raven enjoys playing with her 

new winged cat, the barbarian feels sick.  Very sick.  Blisters and pustules form on his 



mouth and tongue and a fever rises.  He has contracted Devil’s Death (by rolling 1% on a 

10% chance of getting it; Helga had a 30% chance but was spared; Brandis also had a 

10% chance) and Erevan suspects that it is a potent magical ailment.  It would not bode 

well for Xenoseth to try and tough it out; no, he will require magical intervention or will 

surely perish, and they have a good idea of what that death will look like.  Every short 

and extended rest (basically twice a day) the shifter must roll 10% or less on percentile 

dice. For every failure, he adds 10% to the next roll. 

 

At 100%, he automatically melts into a mildly radioactive puddle of glop.   

 

The next morning the little girl Keera is awake and doesn’t seem to remember much.  

They ask the man-at-arms to return her to Winterhaven as fast as possible, including the 

four horses.  The group is roughly a day from Thunderspire Mountain and they will 

continue over the treacherous terrain on foot.  Once there, they have no idea what would 

happen to the horses and it is unfair to deprive Winterhaven of the mounts. 

 

With Keera safe, the heroes continue trudging northward, determined to reach the 

Bloodreavers and find the rest of their friends.  The terrain is rocky and hostile, and in the 

distance they see a looming black mountain wreathed by dark clouds and flickering 

lightning. By that evening, weary and wet, they arrive at the base of a ravine that 

stretches up the mountain.  Thick evergreens cluster along the path, and after another 

hours long hike, they finally find themselves at the daunting entrance to Thunderspire: 

 



 
 

 



Two massive minotaur statues stand as silent sentinels.  Thunder grumbles around the 

party and fierce winds grab hold of their clothing, almost threatening to pull them from 

the path.  They quickly enter the passage, and from experience, Xenoseth knows that a 

few hundred yards ahead lays the Bloodreaver hideout where the drow originally took 

him.  A few hundred yards further waits the strange Hall of Seven Pillars where they are 

to take Bairwain’s cask to a drow merchant named Gendar. 

 

But the shifter is not feeling any better, and if anything, worse. They need to find him 

healing before they do much else.  

 

There is also the matter of hiding Xenoseth from the Bloodreavers and drow, at least until 

they can ascertain their strength. After all, he is the only panther man around and will 

stand out like a sore thumb. If they cannot find a ritual to mask his identity, then he’ll just 

hide beneath a thick cowl.  

 

They continue down a long passage that descends deeper and deeper into the earth.  

Every one hundred feet a green lantern casts eerie shadows on the walls, but worse, they 

illuminate horrible demonic statues that reside in niches that seem to watch them as they 

pass.  

 

 



 
 

The group has no idea what to expect, and they wonder what kind of business partners 

did Bairwain Wildarson find in a bizarre place like this?  And are they to be trusted? 

Only time will tell. 

 

 

And there we stopped.  


